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THE DEVELOPMENT OF LAY ADVISORY COMMITTEES 
The history of the development of mankind shows man as an active 
participant in the learning process from the beginning of time. At first, 
' 
he alone faoed problems of the environment, then with a mate and later, 
with a fa:nl':ily. Learning was then, and is now, a satisfying experience; 
one which man likes __ to share with others. Early Biblical days found man 
sharing with members of his immediate family and with his relat~ves and 
neighbors. Education was largely a passing of information from father to 
son, rrrm mother to daughter, or from older persons to youth. 
Not onLy did early man learn from his elders, but also from n~igh-
bors and through experimentation, both planned and accidental. In time 
much information accumulated, ne~ proc~dures were developed, new products 
produced, and a different but growing society composed of people with con-
stantly changing values resulted. 
Formal education as known today is the result of this developmental 
process. It differs greatly from the early father-son conferences· in that 
it is specifically planned to help individuals meet their needs as part i -
cipants in present day society, as well as to prepare them for life as 
continuing citizens. 
Although the early educational procedures were not as complicated as 
those of today, the effort to learn and tr9*1smit knowledge was an attempt 
on the part of the individual to meet basic needs. The collection and 
1 
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production of food, the provision of shelter, and the protection of the 
family group were the major tasks for which youth was prepared. When the 
basic needs were met, man was free to concentrate on attaining worthwhile 
goals and had the opportunity to achieve his maximum capacity, thus becom-
ing an increasingly important contributor to society. 
Learning includes one or several procedures. These are the direct 
experiencing of the individual, an exchanging of experiences and the ac-
ceptance of well established knowledge acquired by others, as well as the 
use of observation and exploration. The procedure by which an individual 
learns carries less importance than the fact that every man is capable of 
learning. Because of this, education is not for any one group of ~eople, 
but it is designed to help all people successfully reach their maximum 
capacities and mold their personalities. Educators realizing this have 
worked out a system of compulsory education which helps a person embark 
in the process of formal education and encourages continued study. 
Formal schooling, in fact all directed educational efforts, should 
provide suitable background for continued learning after school days, as 
such, are terminated. The world itself is a learning situation anq for-
ma.l education should prepare each person to live and to recognize the 
' 
potentialities of the situation he is in, to attack the problems faced as 
well as to constantly explore and experiment in an effort to achieve a 
better adjustment to the changing social and economic conditions. 
The basic human needs are relatively few. As society becomes more 
complicated, the ways of meeting them increase. At one time the school 
was the center of all activity except religious services; consequently, 
in the smaller communities ideas were more easily exonanged. As the popu-
lation increased, old friends dri~ed apart, schools became larger, acti-
vities of the community decentralized and it became more difficult for 
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the people to I;now the aims, problems, philosophies and services of tne 
public schools. The educators found it increasingly difficult to organ-
ize programs to best serve the resulting large school systems with th~ir 
ever increasing heterogeneous enrollment. 
Educators familiar with the various needs theories of learning at-
tempted to plan the curriculum on human needs and the goals by which people 
meet them. The responsibility of directing the energies of students ~long 
desirable courses is that of the teacher. Attempts to fulfill the basic 
need for status without proper direction may result in a criminal offense 
or other unsatisfactory outcomes. The well informed teacher therefor~ ac-
oep~s guidance as a part of her school responsibility. 
There are many hypotheses concerned with the reality of needs. One 
author points out that a person should not accept these theories unortti-
cally, but take them into consideration when determining reasons for moti-
vation. One of the theories, which is supported by several authorities, 
states that there are three types of hwnan needs which are: physiolo~i-
cal needs, needs for stature and ego, or integrative needs. Througho~t 
, ' 
this r~por-t the term "needs" will be used with reference to these three 
types of human needs. In his discussion of needs in relation to curri-
oulum, Mursell states, 
No subject in the curriculum is interesting per se. But every s~b-
ject in the curriculum can be interesting, and in fact, must be 
interesting if it is to be an agency for the shaping of persona.l~ty. 
And a subject becomes irteresting by becoming a means for the satis-
faction of basic needs. 
Various societies exemplify different methods of procurement in the 
constant endeavor to satisfy their basic needs. The educator must recog-
1 
James Mursell, Psychology for Modern Education (New York, 1952), 
p. 61. 
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nize and determine those goals before being able to assist in proper guid-
anoe. Mursell also states that.,"One of the chief purposes of eduoators 
must be to secure the adoption of worthy goals, capable of affording con-
structive satisfaction for basic needs., both now &nd later on."2 In the 
establishment of obta.iniD.$ an effective, mep.ningful program, a consider-
able amount of a,ffort is r..e.linquis:he.d .in the--Att.empt to _detect the _goals 
of that particular society. 
Evidences of a teacher's recognition oannot rest on a lone opinion. 
Better and more ade~uate information is needed. The question of how the 
goals of a group can be determined is easily answered. Inclusion of rep-
resentatives of the community in the planning and/or the evaluation of a 
school program will result in an expression of interests oorioernina; that 
program. The acquisition of opinions can be aooomplished in one of sev-
eral ways, either formally., informally or spontaneou.sly. The planned and 
unplanned situation for obtaining goals nr,J-Y present itself at sooial af-
fairs, in stores, on the street or in the homes of the students. 
The publie is represented in a more formal way through the "vQioe" 
of the sohool board. Elected by the oommunity., in aooordance with demo-
oratio procedures, the school board is legally responsible to the publio 
for the most efficient expenditure of tax money. As. members of the oom-
.i' 
munity, they wo~k with professional sohool personnel to produce sound 
administration !Uld effeotive teaching. 
Other groups., citizens groups. parent-teaoher associations an4 com-
munity group.a, have organized formally to assist or influenoe school au-
thorities. The type of organization this report is oonoerned with is the 
~ 
2Ibid., p. 67. 
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lay education advisory oommittee, a"· ••• oitizens group which is in~ 
irited, appointed, or eleote'~ to meet together by the school bc,ard, the 
superientendent, or principal of a particular school • • 
n3 . . . Any citi-
zens group may offer recommendations to the school but a group that has 
been requested to organize by school authorities is in a different cate~ 
gory than one that organizes without school sanction. The goals of both 
types of groups may be for better eduo·e.tion., ff. • • • but the primary pur-
pose of a lay educational advisory oonnnittee is to advise and offer reco:m.-
4 
.m$ndations to the board of eduoation. ff It is with this type of committee 
that the average classroom teacher is most closely associated. 
There are other groups that express interest, in the improvement of 
the educational system but they do not function in the same capacity as 
lay advisory committees. They are more specifically concerned with a 
single subject matter area, not the problems of the entire school and are 
usually in addition to any general advisory committee serving the schoolo 
They differ in that they are not truly representative of the community. 
In some, persons professionally identified with education, religion or 
politics are excluded from membership and the organization works indepen-
dently of the boa.rd of education. These latter organizations do make an 
effort to gain information concerning the status of schools in an effqrt 
to plan and initiate programs for their improvement. Literature distrib-
uted to members urges them to obtain accurate information; to work with 
school people for the same objectives, but work independently of them. ,. 
_JNational Education As~ooia.tion Research Division, Lay Educational 
.!\,dvisory Committees (Washington, 1954), p. 2. 
4Ibid. 
In a report by the National Education Association it was found that 
school advisory groups operate under several titles. Their statement was: 
Current literature indicates that lay advisory committees are called 
~y different names in various connnunities; 'lay advisory committees,' 
'parents' advisory councils,' 'councils for public schools,' 'super-
intendents' advisory committees,' 'lay committee of education,' 
icitizens' committee,' and others of similar nature. The word 'coun-
cil' often implies legislative authority which tpese groups do not 
have. The term 'cornmis·sion' implies administrative authority which 
they also lack. The most common term, 'committee,' implies nothing 
specific and is therefore th~ most appropriate designation. Whatever 
its title, the relation of the citizens group to the board of educa-
tion, its membership, and its purpose w!ll determine whether or not 
it is a lay educational advisory group. 
The use of lay educational advisory committees began in 1919 with a 
noticeable decline in development between 1925 and 1935. In 1946 interest 
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regained momentum to such an extent that by 1949 twenty-two states reported 
the organization of lay advisory committees. In reviewing the development 
of advisory connnittees, Hamlin is quoted as having reported that, "estimate~ 
indicate at least one thousand system-wide citizens groups in the United 
States, most of them school initiated."6 
The functions of advisory. committees vary in different communiti es 
with the purpose of operation established by the committee. In another 
report by Hamlin, reference is made to the popularity of advisory commit-
tees in the state of Illinois. His statement was that "the annual reports 
submitted by Illinois schools to the Office of the State Superintendent of 
Public Instruction for 1952-53 indicated that 481 of the 1256 districts re-
porting have lay advisory committees of some kind."7 In the breakdown of 
5Ibid. 
6Ibid., p. 3. 
7Herbert M. Hamlin, A Charter for a School-Sponsored System of 
Citizens' Committees (Urbana, 1953)~.-l. 
7 
aotivities of the co:rmnittees, curriculum improvement was reported as the 
one in whi<*l the majority of the schools were most concerned. Voo~tional 
education, buildings., finances, health and safety cond_itions e.nd aq,ult edu-
cation followed in that order. 
-r hc f-,f ,;; fr~;.- ,::f~,; _ t/i.. ,;J\V:.~, {"it-- ll-1 f ::: ·1/ ..... ,. { .. -... -· 
~.j,a..,l"av·iew-o&--·the -01-i-terature not only brought to light added infor.--
mation regarding the use of lay opinion concerning school practices but 
also emphasized the fact that the purposes and functions of suoh commit-
tees should be clearly and distinctly definecQ .1'he.s.:e __ oonelusions prompt-
·· ed a -study o-f the lay educational -advisory committees used in -various 
school situations., 
CHAPI'ER II 
A STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
For the schools to be truly representative of the public they serve, 
it is necessary f or the school staff and administratqrs to obtain an un=-
derstanding of the needs of the communityo Obtaining community opinion 
. regarding educational programs to be planned is one way to make the publ io 
sohools more t~uly r epresentativeo People are interested in the schools 
and have specific i deas concerning their operation, but means for express-
ing these opinions must be provided if the information needed for planning 
a meaningful ouririoulum is to be obtainedo 
Sinoe the organization of lay educational advisory oommittees repre-
senting all interests in t he community offers the opportunity for publio 
expression of needs and interests, it was thought that the method for es-
tablishing suoh a committee oould be obtained from a study of the opinions 
and experiences of otherso These were obtained through oorrespondenoe 
with educational leaders 0 interviews with educators familiar with the or-
ganizational pr ooedur~s, through personal experience and fTom the reading 
of current liter atureo It was hoped that this information, when compiled,, · 
would make it easier f or school personnel,, unfamiliar with the organiza-
tional procedures, o work with people in their community more effectively. 
The information and materials obtained from educational leaders supa, 
ported other dat a concer ning lay educational advisory committees and prec-
vides ~a.dditional s uggest ionso The data in the report include a detailed 
8 
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report of one advisory committee which provides specific examples of the 
procedures used in the establishment of such a group; a summary of the 
opinions and recommendations of leaders in the field of education; reports 
·from various states; conference reports; instructional materials available 
for teachers; and professional tex~books and references. 
Once the experiences of.others are brought together and swnmarized, 
they will be o.f benefit to teachers and school administrators, for these 
opinions and experienoes wfH provide suggest-ions for the use of lay ad-
visory oommitteesoand::wilLoite,the value of such groups. Statemeytts of 
effectiveness can be found in educational literature and in person:qel or 
group reports. 
The writer of this report hopes that the information compiled will 
aid teachers and administrators with organizational procedures and give 
them a better understanding of the value of working with the people in 
their connnunity toward building more effective school programs. 
CHAPTER III 
J!.,. REVIEW OF LAY EDUCATIONAL ADVISORY COlv.lMITTEES 
Muoh has been written concerning the value and conclusive results of 
lay advisory committees, but the experience of working with such a group 
is necessary to fully understand their operational attributeso This seo-
tion of the report is based upon information obtained through the personal 
experiences of the writer as a teacher in a specific sohool situation and 
from interviews and communications she had with nineteen leaders in the 
field. The writer actively worked with a lay advisory committee for a 
period of two years a~d also sent letters of inquiry to fifteen st~te 
supervisors of Home Economics Education and two professional organizationso 
Specific information regarding the use of lay advisory committees 'fas re-
ceived from three ~tate offices of education and one city program. Those 
described i~ detail are presented here, together with a summarized report 
from the National Education Association of the United States. They serve 
as examples of such committees and their results. 
Report of Personal Experiences at Hinsdale 
One advisory group was organi~ed in a community called Hinsdale, by 
the junior high school homemaking ~eaohers and the principal. Hinsdale is 
a suburb of a large city, thirty minutes distant via the commuter train. 
The majority of the people work in the city since their occupations ar~. 
primarily p~ofessional or executive in nature. Few of the homemakers are 
10 
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employed outside the home and several of the families employ domestic help0 
Railroad tracks run through the center of the town dividing it into 
two sectionso One section contains the luxurious homes of the upper income 
brackets and the other section oantains the smaller comfortable, but stillg 
above-average homeso The oommunityD as a whole, is considered to be in 
the upper income braoketo 
The population has a better than average education, the majority ot 
the adults having attended collegeo The people in Hinsdale have proven 
themselves interested in the educational system of the area by taking an 
active part in all school issueso The parental educational backgrounds 
are similar enough to allow those interested to meet and discuss school 
issues on the same bases o The ohildren attend one of four public elemen-
tary schools or one of the two parochial schools, the junior high school 
and a consolidated community high sohoolo Some of the children are sent 
to private boarding sohoolso 
It was after the homemaking department of the j~nior high school had 
been in operation for five years that an advisory committee was first or-
g~nizedo The need for the oounoil arose from ma:a,y factorso The two years 
of compulsory homemaking in the junior high school program was relatively 
newo .Parents in the c~mm~nity were unfamiliar with the details of the cur-
ricula planned and frequently made .. in~uiries regarding school aotivitieso 
The twe=year program in the _junior high school and that of the first year 
in high school were similaro During the five~year period the program had 
been in operation~ there were frequent changes in homemaking teaohers 9 re-
sulting in a change in the phiiosophy and the ourriculwno The department, 
during this period of time 9 grew from a staff of one to a staff of threeo 
Of the ten different homemaking teachers employed over the five-year pe-=, 
riodg only "tiwo teaohe~s remained longer than one yearo Both of these were 
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employed at the junior high level. One remained :for three years., the 
other, two years. 
In an attempt to strengthen the homemaking program., the principal 
suggested that the tea.ohers consider the suggestions of parents in their 
curriculum revision. At that time, the teachers were unable to see the 
benefit of having laymen advise them and oonsequently were on the defen-
sive. They also felt it would be used to evaluate them as teachers, but 
after becoming familiar with the f'pnotions of advisory councils, t4eir 
attitudes changed. It took considerable time for these teachers to unde:t""' 
stand the full value of working with lay people in curriculum development, 
but onoe they did, they found the council to be very helpful and ar+tici-
pated its meetings. 
The first obstacle in organizing; the council was the selectio~ of mem-
bers. This responsibility was cooperatively assumed by the homemaking 
teachers and the principal. Sinoe parents were in the habit of visiting 
the school, the teachers were acquainted with the majority of the parents 
of their studentso The -teachers informally discussed the idea of an ad-
-visory committee with severa.;t. parents., compiled a list of possible membe::-sp 
and then with the principal, seleeted the persons they felt best met the 
requirements in the following ori teria: 
Candidate's interest in the school program by active participation 
in school organizations and/or help with class projects. 
A pleasing personality; neither domineering nor submissive; aQle to 
contribute ideas and having respect for opinions of otherso 
Overt evidence of ability as a homemaker reflected through their 
daughters• active participation in homemaking., 
Knowledge and information of the problems of the people with whom 
they are most closely associated. 
The c<Mlnoil members were carefully selected, representin~ different seow 
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tions of town, different economic levels, and the parents in each of the 
homemaking classes. 
The first council consisted of twelve mothers, the ,h~gh sclhool home-
making teacher, the principal and the two junior high homemaking teachers. 
As the council became better organized, it recognized ' the need to include 
a representative from the School Board and one from the Parent Teacher's 
Association. Eighteen council members made it possible to obtain a vari-
ety of. suggestions and break up into smaller committees; yet it wa~ small 
enough to facilitate easily arranged meeting times and places • 
• 
Invitations for membership on the council were extended by telephone 
and. mail. The person called was given a description of the purposes of 
the council and his function as a member. A letter confirming the tele-
phone conversation was then sent stating the topic of discussion for the 
meeting, thus giving the members time to formulate opinions and sugges-
tions. The school secretary assumed responsibility for the co~respond-
ence, relieving the teachers of the additional clerical work. 
The teachers considered it their responsibility to analyze the pos-
sible problems to be attacked and to make tentative decisions regarding 
the functions and activities of the group. They believed that the coln" 
mittee could help in establishing better school-community relations and 
could offer many suggestions to make the homemaking program more meaning-
ful 0 Working toward these goals . they believed to be the first step, they 
were still at a loss to know how or where to start attacking the problems 
involved. It was decided that the job of the committee would be to ex·· 
change ideas concerning the needs of the junior high girls. 
At the first meeting, the functions of lay educational advisory com--
mittees, .as previously prepared by the teachers with the administrator, 
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were discussed so the memberi understood they were to operate only in an 
advisory capacity. They were assured that all suggestions offered by them 
would be given caref'ul consideration but would not necessarily become part 
of the homemaking curriculum since the final decisions regarding curricula 
were the responsibility of the School Board. 
To promote a background of understanding, the teachers explained the 
homemaking phi~osophy of the junior high school. It was hoped any miscon-
ception that the primary importance of homemaking was placed on the skills 
of cooking and sewing would be alleviated, once the parents were informed 
of the department's interest in helping girls become better famil y and com-
munity members. Characteristics of the junior high girl were reviewed and 
the establishment of a program in an attempt to meet the needs of the girl~ 
was emphasized. 
As previously stated, the teachers were uncertain of the value of lay 
advisory conunittees, so meetings that followed offered many valuable, work-
able suggestions. At one meeting the parents expressed the desire to vis-
it classes without embarrassment to their children. In an at tempt t o 
eliminate feelings of embarrassment already noted, the committee wor ked 
out a tentative plan for inviting parents to the school. This began in 
t he homemaking department where students, with teacher encouragement, is-
sued invitations for a laboratory meal to selected adults. Plans were 
such that in the foods laboratory, one guest was invited by each group i n 
the oQa,s. In a short period of time the six foods classes invi ted and 
acted as hostesses to large numbers of adults. In carrying out the sug~ 
gestion, the girls utilized ini'ormation gained on extending invitations 
and the duties of a hostess, while parents became more familiar with the 
work of the homemaking department. The girls looked rorward to the i r 
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turn and the imritation was usually extended to a parent. By the ~nd of 
the second year, the students welcomed parents' presence in all ho~emaking 
classes and felt less self-oonsoious about their visiting other olasses 0 
The committee continuously presented problems and situations a.rising 
in the home that were useful in analyzing the job to be done and then re-
vising the ourrioulwn. The teachers developed a questionnaire covering 
all areas of homemaking adaptable at the junior high level. The commit-
tee members indicated the importance each area deserved and the results 
were used in revising the homemaking ourrioulum for the following yearo 
Deoi,sion concerning the length of the term members were to serve was 
one indication of intereato At first, a two-year term with "subject-to-
eall" meetings was considered sufficient. Six new members were selected 
annually by the school representatives from the mothers of the seventh 
. 
grade homemaking olasseso The oounoil discussed the possibility of meni.,.,, 
bers' serving a three-year term. and working more with the high school 
homemaking program. 
·-·. 
The menibers were important resource people in that they oould help the 
new teachers become aoquainted in the community and provide some continuitf 
to the program. It is not known if the committee continued to function 
when two new homemaking teachers were employed at the junior high school. 
The foundation firmly established, a desire for information on how. 
the program extended into the home and community and any needs of which 
the school was not aware was expressedo The following agenda for~ meet-
ing show ~ow this information was procured: 
Hinsdale Junior High Homemaking Department 





Tuesday. March 8, 1955 
Hinsdale Community High School 
Home Economics Department 
If you care to eat lunch with the group we 
will meet at noon (12:00) in the home economics 
department--buy our lunch in the cafeteria and 
return to the home economies rooms to eata 
I Introductions 
Ao Purpose of the meeting 
Bo Introduction of the members of the council 
Co Introduction of the panel members 
II Panel discussion by homemaking students 
Topic: "The areas in homemaking that I have found to be 
the most helpful" 
III Question period 
IV Parent discussion: 11 The areas in which the school can best 
help the home" 
V A subject check list will be distributed to help us find 
out what units would be the most valuable to include in a 
two-year junior high homemaking program 
VI Conclusion 
Ao Decide on a time for the next meeting 
Bo Suggestions for the agenda for the following meetings 
Information thus gained made a more meani:qgfu.1 curriculum revision pos= 
Sible$ 
The teachers in Hinsdale found the citizens willing and anxious t~ 
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work with the sohool 9 once an invitation was extendedo Curriculum revi-
sion and teaching became more meaningful when the suggestions of the 
parents were consideredo The teachers wished that there had been more 
opportunity to sit;udy the organization of advisory committees before devel-
oping one so they could have worked with it to better advantageo 
17 
Reports from Personal Interviews and Communications 
The preceding is a detailed account of how two classroom teac4ers be-
came acquainted with the use of lay participation in curriculum revision. 
The examples that follow are descriptions of advisory programs which are 
in operation in a few states. Other states undoubtedly are doing similar 
work but only fifteen states were contacted. 
South Carolina 
The Department of Education, Division of Home Economics Education of 
the State of South Carolina. reports the following accomplishments in re~ 
lation to the use of advisory committees: 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE USE OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES IN SOUTH CAROLINA 
1. State Advisory Conunittee: We have an Advisory Committee of the State 
Home Economics Program composed of the fol-
lowing people: 
a. The six supervisors of Home Economics. 
b~ Three home economics teachers from different parts of the state. 
c. Three school administrators: One county superintendent, one 
superintendent from a large city system and one from a rural 
area. 
d. Three home economics teachers from each section of the state 
representing different types of communities and size programs. 
e. Two home economics studentst One who is the current state J.H.A• 
president, and a district president. 
This State Advisory Committee has been in operation for four years and 
have met once or twice each year to work on different problems. 
2. Use of Advisory Committees in the local programs: 
During the annual conference for home economics teachers, ther~ has 
been for several years discussion about how to form and use advisory 
committees. In one instance a teacher had the members of her local 
advisory committee to show a typical meeting of this commi~tee before 
the entire conference group. All of -the teachers were encoura~ed to 
go home and organize such committees. I am not sure of the exact num-
ber of teachers who have advisory committees, but I would think that 
approximately 1/3 of the teachers have some type of committee for var-
ious parts of the prog;rlU!l as follows: 
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a. Some teachers have advisory committees for the overall local 
program. 
b. Some teachers have advisory committees for their out-of-school 
program. 
c. Some teachers have advisory committees for working in spebial 
areas--espeoially in Family Living. 
d. Many home economics and agricultural teachers have had for a 
number of years advisory committees for Food Conservationo 
e. Some teachers have either ·an Advisor or an advisory connnittee 
for their J.H.A. or N.H.A. chapters. 
We do not have any materials which have been developed in the state on 
Advisory Committees. We have encouraged all teachers to secure a copy of 
the bulletin prepared by the A.V.A. We also encourage teachers to secure 
the bulletif prepared some years ago on Advisory Committees, prepared by 
Iowa Press. 
Advisory committees for home economics education are in use at both the 
state and local levels in South Carolina. As is the ease in most states, 
much is being accomplished informally that was not reported. 
Oklahoma 
The goals for Home Economies Education in Oklahoma clearly indicate 
the inclusion of parents in curriculum development. Educators working 'in 
the state for the past twenty-five years contend that organized advisory 
committees have been used in numerous communities during this time and are 
in operation currently. 
The Oklahoma State Depra:rtment, through the use of publications, pro-
fessional ~eatings and demo,nstrations, constantly encourages teachers to 
obtain the opinions of parerits: This departmental staff exemplifies what 
the teachers can do in a community by the manner in which it conducts the 
state's home economics program. It encourages the use of committees in 
the organization and conduction of its programs. The experience a teacher 
lAlma Bentley, Personal l~tter giving information about the use of 
advisory committees in South Carolina, 1956. 
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gains by active participation on a connnittee gives her similar feelings 
to those a parent would experience on an advisory connnittee; a situation 
in which good leadership is used and which presents a true picture of the 
speed and efficiency at which conunittees operate. 
The Oklahoma Homemaking Curriculum Program which is a family-centered 
program, cooperatively planned and implemented to improve homemaking and 
family living in Oklahoma, suggest ways of working and planning together 
at the local level by use of the following chart: 
1-entl 
-
Teacher Administrators Students for Various Groups 
Classes--F.H.A.--Others 
I I I I 
I Avenues of Work I 
I l I I I 
HIGH SCHOOL CLASS HONES AD""ULT" CLASS Chapters REP~SENTATIVE 
PARENTS FORMAL F.H.A.•N.H.A. of 
INFORMAL OTHER HIGH COMMUNITY GROUP& 
SCHOOL CLUBS 
I I I I I 
I °ROMEM!KING ADVISORY COUNCIL I ·~---=- -
Throughout the ptiblication much emphasis is placed on incorporating the 
advice of parents in the work of the school. 
The home e conomics program is strengthened by use of long .. range cur-
r i culum development with emphasis on family living. Long-range develop-
ment places emphasis on obtaining the opinions and suggestions of the 
community. The following goals, with suggested ways to reach them, are 
but three from the State Guides 
2Information Released by the State Department · of Hom$ Economic~ Educa-





--netermine needs and interests of families, school and community 
and use as a basis for planning an all over home economics 
program. 
Suggested Way to Reach Goal: 
Plan class work--based on students' needs and interests. 
Goal: 
Continue to improve and expand the hometnaking program to meet 
needs and interests of more girls, boys, women, and men in the 
community. 
Suggested Way to Reach Goals 
Visit with parents and other people interested in the home econ-
omics program. 
Encourage family members to take part in school and home activi-
ties. 
Work with representatives of other organized groups in carrying 
out total community projects. 
Goal: 
Emphasize practical family living in all areas of work. 
Suggested Way to Reach Goal: 
Includ~ pupils in planning the program for the year. Invite 
parents to participate in over-all planning. Improve planned 
home experiences. 3 
Integrate more closely school and home learning experiences. 
The community is included in the Oklahoma Home Economics Program in an in-
formal manner. Parents are requested to assist in many ways and o~en 
o.ffer their services. 
In the area of Distributive Education in Oklahoma, the use of advi-
sory councils is recommended for all local programs. The coordinator of' 
each program is ad~ised to formally organize a general committee consist-
ing of hand-picked "key people"r in the area. A typical committee ts made 
up of seven to nine members including an educator, the coordinator, em-
ployers and employees. 
The coordinator recommends the selection of prospective me~bers for 
the committee. A~er approval of the superintendent is granted, the co-
ordinator orients individual members to the responsibilities of their 
3 rnformation Released by the State Department of Home Economics 
Education, Specific Goals for Home Economics Education in Oklahoma 
(H.E. 22, 1955-56 ). - --
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positions 0 aotivities and duties as members of an Oklahoma. Distributive 
Education Advisory ColIIIIlitteeo 4 
F~rmal organization with oontinuing membershi~ has been found to be 
' the most satisi'aotoryo The committee approves plaoes ot employment for 
students in the program and serves in an advisory capacity for the course 
of study0 for olu~ activities and other things pertaining to distributive 
' . 
eduoationo 
The existence of an advisory committee is one of the points upon 
which a distribut ive education program is r ated when visited by the state 
supervisoro The following questions r egar ding advisory committees are in,, 
eluded in the criteria for evaluationt 
Advisory Committee 
lo Has the administration appointed a general advisory committee. 
and special advisory committees where needed? 
·2 0 Are t hese advisory committees oemposed of individuals ·who repc-
resent such groups as employers, employees!) educators, parents 
and othew interested community groups? 
3 0 Are the advisory committee members interested in a Distributive 
Education program? 
4 0 Are the duties of these advisory oommittees confined to eoun$el= 
ing and advising? 
5o Are the school administrators and the coordinator members of 
each adviso~y oommittee? 
60 How often does the advisory committee meet? 
7o For ~hat l ength of term are the eommittee members appointed? 
80 Does the t eaoher=ooordinator seoure the help of the advisory 
committ ee in developing the yearvs program of work? 
9 o What type of perso serve on the local advisory oommittee? 
4see Appendi xes A and Bo 
10. If you do not have an advisory committee, please list three 
good reasons why one has not been organized. 5 
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In Oklahoma, the State Plan for Vodational Education recoIIDllends the 
use of advisory committees. Distributive Education requires, closely 
checks and helps with their or~anization and use, while Trades and Indus-
trial Education and Home Economics Education seem to assume that such 
committees are being used in the programs. No detailed accounts of their 
organization..a.nd activities were oiteu. No doubt the annual reports of 
teachers would provide many evidences of their achievements if time had 
permitted their detailed study. 
Arizona 
The State of Arizona, Department of Vocational Education, Division 
of Homemaking Education, reported the summary of a discussion with young 
women who have had two years of homemaking at one of the high schools and 
are now married and have children. The summary listed the areas the young 
women said had been helpful to them and what they wished they could have 
had in homemaking. A check list to be used with parents ana/or young mar-
ried couples in getting suggestions for planning the homemaking program is 
obtainable from the state office. The number of ooIIDllittees in operation 
was not indicated but encouragement for the use of such groups was clearly 
given. 
Denver, Colorado 
Another example of informally obtaining the opinions of parents con-
cerning the home economics curriculum can be derived from the development 
5M.J. DeBenning and J.B. Perky, Criteria for the Evaluation of ·a Co- · 
operative Pa.rt-Time Distributive Education Pro~am-r'stillwater), pp.-28-30. 
of the home economics curriculum guide in the Denver Public Schools. In 
1948, the home economics teachers of Denver developed a guide for planni~g 
class work for home and family life education. The guide was conceived ~s 
an aid for teachers to work with boys and girls in attaining greater satis-
faction in their present home situations and of enriching their family 1ife 
in the future. The feeling existed that the school and home should work 
together to produce a program that would develop in the students under-
standing of cooperative planning, sharing in family life and a better 
appreciation of the values of personal contributionso 
The homemaking teachers first reviewed their philosophy of education, 
the characteristics of growth and development in children and agreed upon 
principles in which they all believed. The philosophy of home economics 
education i n the Denver Public Schools emphasizes the belief that a more 
effective curriculum is derived when parents help in its developmento 
They believe that" ••• learning takes place most easily when the pupil 
feels a need and sees a use for that learning. These needs often are 
discovered and recognized when the pupils, teachers and parents plan co• 
6 
operatively. 11 
As part of the planning, the teachers submitted a list of subjects 
they believed could be taught at the junior high school levelo The grade 
at which the area could most effectively be taught was then stipulated. 
Judgment was based on the familiarity of the teaohers with the inte~ests 
of various age levels gained through years of student-teacher planningo 
Parents were invited to take part in the planning after the founda-
tion for parental participation had been laido The principal of each 
6Home Economics Teachers of the Denver Public Schools, Home Economics 
Education in the Junior High School (Denver, 1948), P• 29. 
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junior and senior high school extended an invitation to an informal confer-
ence concerned with the kind of home economics education needed for the 
children. Difficulty was experienced in obtaining attendance. The educa-
tors expressed concern about the attitude of the parents toward the impor-
tance of home life and the education of their children. Even though the 
number of parent-s reached repr-esent-ed only a small percentage of the popu• 
lation the fact that agreement was reached on many points made the sugges-
tions offered significant. 
At the meetings the problem was introduced, a review of traits char-
acteristic of adolescents was given and the scope of home economics educa-
tion outlined as a reminder of its various areas. Leading questions were 
then asked to begin the discussion. Frank opinions of problems and the 
solutions to be taken into consideration were asked for. Notes were taken 
on the points of general agreement since the informal atmosphere, which 
gave a better understanding of parents' viewpoints, did not lead to a sta-
tistioal swnmarization. Viewpoints thus obtained were: 
One father suggested that a copy' of the goals of home e conomios educa.,. 
tion and the plans of the class be sent home at the beginning of the 
term and that parents be asked to sign the paper. He had in mind ·7 
parent education and securing greater understanding and cooperation. 
Parents were surprised at the breadth of home economics education 
and of all that the schools are doing in that area.8 
Two health problems with which mothers asked help were gettin~ chil -
dren to have enough rest and to eat breakfast.9 
Teachers obtained an idea of the problems concerning the parents and some 
insight into their attitudes toward homemaking. They reported that the 
less privileged group considered homemaking dull, drab and uninteresting. 
' 
7Ibid.; P• 23. 
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The more privileged They wanted something better for their children. 
group felt homemaking offered little challenge. They felt the alert youth 
of the present generation would take the problems of home and family life 
in their stride. 
The Denver Guide does not refer to a formal advisory committee, but 
it does emphasiz.e the importance of including the community in meaningful 
curriculum development. 
Summary of the Reports of Ten States 
The National Education Research Division of the National Education 
Association of the United States has compiled a table of "Selected Lay Edu-
cational Advisory Committees and Their Characteristics." The types of ad~ 
visory committees in operation in ten states, their purposes, membership 
and the results of their work are presented in a very brief form. 
From the ten states a total of twelve advisory groups are described. 
Memb~rship was reported as representative of civic organizations, lay peo-
ple interested in the school, labor and capital or the farming interest of 
a community. Some of the groups did not list specific qualificatiQnS f or 
membership. The number of members varied from five to sixty-five, t he av~ 
erage being around twenty. Mee-tings were held in accordance with the our·~ 
rent need. The twelve groups or committees were organized to meet t he 
following problems: determine what the school tax money buys, aid in cur -
riculum development, help improve school community relationships, advise 
the principal and the study of educational problems. They also improved 
report cards and school con,ditions; carried bond issues; raised the av~ 
erage teacher's salary and planned adult classes. 
The preceding accounts of advisory committees indicate to some extent 
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the work being acoomplished by schools working with the members of their 
oommunities, states or regions. The results have oome only after some ex-
perimentation and much understanding of human behavior had been developed. 
The correspondence obtained from the leaders in the field clearly in-
dioates that schools are concerned about including public opinion in the 
' development of curricula and are anxious to learn or better means for 
bringing; this about. 
The decision of whether or not to organize a lay educational advisory 
committee is dependent on the readiness of the sohool and the community, 
the condition of sohool affairs, and the understanding of operatio:qal pro-
oedures on the part of the staff and administratorso All shoul~.be given 
careful consideration at the time a committee is formed for its suooeu 
or failure depends largely upon organizational proo<edure. A set method 
of organization has not been established since each sohool-oommunity has 
special pioblems to meet and definite ways in which they must be worked 
out~ It would be impossible to have one set of rules to serve the entire 
country o Finding this to be true I the wr,iter attempted to oolleot and or-
41,,A 
gani~e a summary of recommendations found in the literaturef\in statements 
of' opinion made by educational leaders.-e::nd··i:n--e-onoJ:usions reached i.hrough 
-1'e1-sonal·-experieno·eo These are presented in the approximate order of' the· 
steps taken in organizing suoh eommitteeso 
The .ruppro!!l,ch 
k knowledge of what the publio needs and wants is necessary before a 
sehool oan develop a realistic program. Also, before the people.support 
the work of the school they must know what is being aoeomplishedo A i;wo-
way line of oo:rnmunioation is a necessary faotor in the harmonious working 
relatio3¥hip to create a true publio schpol. A lay eduo.ational advisory 
2.7 
oommittee provides suoh a line of oommunioation and is best approached 
through the personnel of the school. The possibility of a lay advisory 
committee is first disoussed by the school people most oonoerned--the 
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superintendent or principal and the teaeher. They discuss the possibilia 
ties, olarify their reasons f'or selecting an advisory committee and ten-
tatively plan for its initiation and operation. Approval bt the board 0£ 
eduoation is sought before definite plans are formulated. One aut4ority 
states that, "A teaoher has no right to establish a eounoil on his own in-
itiative ~ •• resentment on the part of board members and administrators 
is likely to follow the disoovery that the teacher is independently using 
·l a council."· Since all committees are dependent on the sohool board for 
the approval ana/or implementations made~ this step is most neoessary0 
Readiness of the community for the organization of an advisory com-
mittee is as important as a ohild's readiness to walk. Observable evi-
denoes of "readiness" listed by the .American Association of Sehool 
Administrators are: 
Citiz:ens from every segment of oonnn.unity life sharing in the work 
of the PTA. 
Extensive use of parent-teacher oon:f.'erences in giving assistance and 
direction to ehildren's classroom work. 
Parents visiting the sohool frequently and taking ·an active part in 
the program., 
Lay persons assisting with teacher workshops. 
Using the sohool plant extensively for adult education programso 
Teaohers inviti~g selected laymen from the community to serve as 
resource people. 
Prinoipals and teaohers working together on long-range instructional 
plans. 
1 . 
. Maude Williamson and Mary So Lyle, Homemaking Education for Adults 
(:New York, 1949 h P• 174. · 
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Teachers using exoursions e..nd field trips as one method of teaohing 0 
Laymen helping to plan and to direot camping and outdoor educational 
programao 
Pupils and teachers jointly planning many activities in the sohool 
program. 
Students haJing a real opportunity to participate in their own sohool 
govermnent. 
If cooperative work in these areas- ha.s:baen harmonious, then part of the 
.foundation for an advisory committee has been established. 
The advice of the l•;wri.en must be wanted and the sohool people working 
with them should be sinoere if an advisory committee is to suooeedo Com-
mittee members can detect if they are being used as mere figure heads or 
if their advioe is really wanted. A lay advisory committee is not ·the 
plaoe for the furthering of selfish and insinoere personnel. Most schools 
using lay advisory committees take advantage·of periods of i'ineere oonoern 
about school problems, when needs seem to be clear and definite, to ooord 
dinate their ortanization and initiation. 
A poor time to initiate a committee is when the comm.unity is involved 
in a '·disagreement regstt"ding sohool issues or when other important school 
}· . 
improvement connnittees are working independently of the staff and ad.minis-
tration. A oo:mmittee selected during periods of disagreement or disturb-
anoe may not b~ representative of all interests in the comm.unity. fio~ever~ 
if an advisory committee is put into operation at such a time, it is still 
possible to have an effective group, for there are always.· "good, no:tiapa;r,=, 
. . . 
tisan c,itizens" in the community who oan be included., Hamlin says, in 
discussing this topio 1 that "'• •• If a school lacks good committees, the 
2Am.erioan Association of Sohool Administrators, Lay Advisory C.omm.itc. 
tees (Washington, 1953 ), P• 11. 
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fault is the sohool's 1 not the oitizens'o"3 This brings_at~ention to_fhe 
importance of the need for giving thought to the selection of members 9 
discussed in detail later. 
In the development of a good committee, "small beginnings" should be 
made and time allowed for growtho The members need time to become famil-
ia.r with the policies and conditions of the school and to learn how to 
participate in sohool affairso "Successful lay advisory committees do 
not oome into existenoe in full bloomo Patience, persistent effort and 
careful guidance are needed to make them useful comm.unity educational 
4 
aidso "-1 Time is an important faooor, for oo:mmittee members at first h~ve 
little in comm.on, due to their varied packgrounds., 
After the preceding points have been given careful consideration, 
the method of organization is oonsideredo The steps in attacking any 
project are applicable to the establishment of lay advisory committees. 
The purpose and all phases of the projeot must be clearly defined9 the · 
people best qualified for working toward the objectives selected, an~ the 
number of people needed and the length of time required decided upon. 
Purposes 
An advisory committee serves a community in any of several ways. It 
provides a 1'1link" between the school and comm.unity,. thus ooordinating 11nd 
interpreting their interests and needs to eaoh other., Servioe to the 
school oan be achieved by securing support for various operational exp$n= 
ses; giving continuity to a program when there is- a change in faculty; 
3Hamlin, p. -3, 
4 
American Association of School Administrators, po 120 
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broadening the contacts with the people in the community and organizing 
and maintaining a sound program which will function in the lives of youth 
€Uld adults, The oooperative solution of problems results in a realistic 
program, thus tending to keep the instruction practical and. funetional 0 
Types of Committees 
After thought has been given to the purpose of the advisory committee, 
then a group to best meet that purpose is selected. There are two ;major 
types of committees oonoerned with the problems of general education: one, 
the continuing advisory committee and the other, the speoial purpose or 
short-term advisory oonnnitteeo One guiding principle stands out regard• 
less of the type of committee decided ont ~There must be faith in the 
democratic process and skillful leadership for any committee to work 
5 
well."1 Advantages and disadvantages ean be noted in each type; these 
should be weighed to determine how, the purposes will best be served. 
A continuing committee funotions as long as the school board finds 
its advioe useful. Its major purpose is to keep the sohool and the oom-
munity informed. The public's re~etion to school functions is explained 
to the school and the school program, with its purposes>~ is e:x:plaineg; to 
the public. Establishment of a oontinuing oommittee should be oonsidered 
from the onset, for too many schools begin with temporary conunitt~es and 
gain a false impression of the possibilities of lay participation. As 
previously stated, a certain amount of tim.e is required for the members 
to beoome acquainted with school policies. 
A special purpose, or short-term oomniittee, is appointed for a defi-
5 
Ibid.,, P• 13. 
nite and limited purpose. It may be organized to supplement a oontinui~g 
.. -
committee or to make a survey of building needs, population trends, ourri-
oulu:m development and/or to solve any other problem needing immediate at-
tention. This committee oeases to exist when its work has been completed. 
A disadvantage of this type of group is that less care is taken in its or-
ganizatipn and the member~ do not become sufficiently acquainted with the 
total school program to be of much real service. 
Under the two general·headings given above, a vast number of commit=-
tees can be developed. A general advisory committee appointed to assist 
in the development and maintenance of the entire program offered'by the 
school is one type. This is generally a continuing committee with many 
sub-committees working on various phases of the program • .Another type of 
oonnnittee is a departmental committee whose existence can be either short-
term or continuing in nature. Organized to serve a single department or 
phase of education, its purpose is to help evaluate a program in terms of 
the success in fulfilling local needs and to suggest changes and/or addi-
tions to the curriculum in order to help the school achieve its objectire~o 
A uoraft" committee offers advice to a single oourse_of study, keer 
ing the school up-to-date on current practices and trendso Administrators 
obtai~ advice in eonneotion with a particular segment of the program or a 
partieul~ task f'aoi,ng, the school system through the organization- of a 
"speeial111 opmmittee. other types of committees, their names implying; 
their purposes, are the survey, special program, city-wide, and joint or 
special field oonnnittee. 
Number of Committees 
The question of the number of oo:rmnittees and the type to organize is 
next. Since one general committee does not involve sufficient representa-
tion or have time to work with all phases of the school program, it is of-
ten necessary to organize several different types of connnittees. If a 
school-wide committee is to be used, then.it is organized firstz the spe• 
oifio situation is t~e determining factor., If a school-wide committee is 
-~-. -~_:_-. --:-=--,~ 
not organized, then one in an area in which administrators and teachers 
are best prepared to work should be established first., 
If several committees a.re in operation, they all function under the 
srune general procedures and report to a crentral oonnni ttee or the board of 
education., Tlie conditions of the school-community are taken into oonsid= 
eration before any definite number of co:m:mittees is deoided upon., As the 
community and school become acquainted with the advantages of lay educa~ 
tional advisory committees, the desire to organize more may become imper= 
ative .. 
Membership 
After the organizational procedures are understood by the staff and 
administrators and the purpose has been clearly established, then the ori-
teria for selecting members are determined., There is no speoifio formula 
to follow, but members may be chosen by one or a combination of metrods., 
They may be appointed by the board of education, appointed by a teacher 
with the approval of the administrator ana/or the board of edueatiop9 
named by class members as persoI'l.S they want to be represented by,, or a.p-
pointed by various community organizationso Members are sometimes select,,, 
ed by the superintendent, by civic leaders 9 or by special nominati~$ 
committees appointed by any one of the persons or groups mentionedo 
When the members are representatives of a single organization, they 
sometimes tend to give only the viewpoints of that group. It is best to 
select members who belong to several organizations for they oontribute 
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information concerning the feelings of'allo If the school decides to use 
this method of selection, the purposes and proper.cqualifications for meJnto 
. ' 
bership are given to the organizations, or names of oandidates are request-
ed. Later, members from the list presented are appointed by the sohool 
board. In all methods of selection, the final approval is given by the 
board of education. 
Advantages and disadvantages of ea.oh method of selection should be 
considered before a final decision is made. Likely, the basis of repre-=-
sentation may not be adequate, because it is improbable that the people 
seleoting'co:rmn.ittee members are aoqµainted with all of the people in th~ 
community. Regardless of the method used in selecting members, William,on 
and Lyle point out, "When all considerations have bee~ w~ighed, it remains 
for the leaders in any community to adopt the method of selection that 
seems the best for them and to modify it as practioe shows its weakness,s 
ff6 and strengths. 
When considering persons for membershipg the individual qualifioa~ 
tions and the relation of members to eaoh other is considered. Suggest,d 
criteria of individual qualifications are as follows: 
Prospective Committee Members 
a.re willing and can give the time needed for the services desired. 
have a background of experiences which have prepared them for the 
services desired.,· 
are interested in education and in good holil.e and community life. 
are interested in continuing their own learning experiences. 
are interested in obtaining improved educational opportunities and 
facilities for all. 
6williamson and Lyle, P• 1760 
are respected by the community for their home and personal life 0 
maintain an ope:mninded attitude toward community affairso 
have a sense of responsibility for school and community welfare. 
have the ability to work with otherso 
believe in the principles of democratic action. 
p&ssess such personal characteristics as intelligence, integri-1::;y 11 
alertness, courage and social sensitivityo 
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In discussing membership qualif'ica.tions, the American Vocational Associa-
tion states that, "the prinoip;le quality for membership on a general ad-
visory committee should be a democratic concern for the welfare of the 
entire community rather than identification with any narrower interesto"7 
In addition to individual qualifications the relation of one member 
to another must be considered. The committee should be composed of a 
cross-section of the community and representative of all professional, 
business, industrial, religious and service groups; racial and minority 
. . 
groups; parent-s- and ?tQn-parents; labor and management; men and women; 
geogra-phie arecas-; various- types-of homes-, ages, social stairus and inter-
i" '>. • ~ 
est groups. Ea.oh person on the ool!Jlllittee should i'unotion as a citizen 
and eaoh eomm.ittee should include both lay persons and professional sohool 
people. If teaohers are not included, they may feel that they have been 
by-passed and be unwilling to aoeept the recommendations of the group. 
Length of Term 
The length of the term of service is determined by the type of oom-
mittee., although speoif'io rules are not available. The length of time a 
7.Amerioan Vocation Association, Vocational Advisory Committee 
(Washington, 1950), P• 15. 
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member is expected to contribute is decided by the boa:rd of education or 
by the committee. This should be definitely stated at the time p:rospec= 
tive members are solicited, for.all members need to know their responsi-
bilities and the length of time they are to serve. Membership that is 
flexible allows a member to easily sever relationships when his work is 
oompletedo It permits the removal of an inactive member who no longer 
desires to cooperate, or one who has ceased to make contributions. It 
also aids in securing help from busy persons when they are most needed,. 
If the committee is organized for a specific problem and is short=ter~ 
in nature, all members will probably serve until the problem is solve1 
or the goals reaohedo 
A definite system of membership replacement should be establisheq 
for the long-term or continuing committee. A regular system of replace= 
ment, within reasonable limits 9 guarantees continuity of ideas along with 
a constant influx of new ideaso Rotation is beneficial, for it oonst~nt= 
ly brings in new ideas, educates more people in school policies~ and al= 
lows for the graceful elimination of unsuitable members. A complete 
change of membership in any one year is not desirable and the selection 
of new members is not the sole responsibility of the committee itself a 
If the committee is allowed complete control of the selection of members 9 
in case of vacancies it tends to beoome less representative of the pu'b= 
lie, and, consequently more independent of the board of eduoationo In 
some localities it may be advisable to elect members for the followi:ng 
year as part of the current year's worko 
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1.irumber of Members 
The s iz:e of a committee may vary from. a few m.elltbers to a large body 
of oitizens. The funotion of' the oo:mmittee a.nd the size of' the sohool 
distriot should be taken into oonsidera.tion when determining the number 
of members. 
A committee functions best when it is small enough to permit informal 
\ 
discussions with opportunities for an easy interchange of ideas among its 
members. If a large number of members'is incorporated, the committee 
will be more workable when divided into several sub-eo:mmittees, ea.oh work-
ing with its own problem and reporting to a central oommittee. 
Invitation for Membership 
After the na.m.es of possible members are considered, the number of 
members determined, and the length of term decided on, formal invitations 
. -
are extended by the board of education. The invitation should be planned 
with the superintendent and his staff and signed jointly. It includes the 
responsibilit~es of the person as a member; the time and place of the 
' 
first meeting and the topic for discussion. Obtaining the approval of the 
school board eliminates a:n:y reservation it may have concerning the orga.ni-
zation of an advisory committee. and,an invitation thus issued, gives the 
committee members an idea of their responsibility to the sohool. 
The invitation for membership is sent by mail or delivered per~onallyo 
The personal touoh is usually better, but the written letter makes the ap-
pointment official and gives the member a statement to· rel'er to when ( and 
if) needed. 
Number of Meetings 
A generally aooepted policy oonoerning the number of meetings has ~ot - . 
been established. Opinions vary as to the desirability of regular, or 
- . 
subject-to-call meetings. One authority .stated that, "Getting_j;ogether 
. __,. 
twice or three times a year is not enough to give real direction and stim-
ulation to a program ••• "8 The committee :must decide on the number of 
meetings for their particular situation. In all instances, ample notice 
should be given for each meeting. 
Rapport of Meeting 
The rapport of a meeting provides the necessary medium for aooom-
plishing the best work. Caution must be taken that the committee aots as 
a whole and does not break into sections. This sometimes happens due tp 
one of two misoonoeptions: the misinterpretation of the committee purpose 
or a divided opinion upon leadership. The purpose of meeting is to draw 
,· 
conclusions and/or find solutions to common problems; not to oampaigh for 
. ,. - i 
pet ideas. Above all, a spirit of openm.indedness when making decisions, 
,._ 
and the will to find agreement must prevail during the meetings. 
Asking members to perform routine jobs or to solve problems for which_ 
they do not have the necessary background may cause considerable waste of 
committee time. Committee advice should be sought on real and definite 
problems. Members need to feel a responsibility toward the progr8Jll and 
need to know their advice is wanted and respected; that.they make a gen-
uine oontribution toward the success of the work. 
8 
Ibid.• p. 22. 
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Before the £irst meeting, oonerete ideas should be formulated and 
tentative plans made inoluding topios of interest and value to the connnu• 
nity. Past and present programs of other groups should be explored and 
summa.ri~ed to establish a starting point. Bulletins, oharts and ot~er 
pertinent information, if inoorporated, may arouse interest and gai~ the 
oonfidenoe of the oo:rmnittee. 
During the meeting the members should exercise their:~·freedom t" ex-
press suggestions without fear of being criticized. The disoussion should 
not reaoh the point where it is dominated by one person. The emphasis is 
kept on what can be accomplished, without wasting time by discussing what 
cannot be done. Avoid the introduotion of several new ideas at any one 
meeting, for a committee works to better advantage on a few issues with 
ample time for thinking the issue over before reaching a deoision0 
The general procedure for initiating an advisory oommittee may be as 
follows: the introduction of new members, an explanation of the re~son. 
eaoh person was asked to serve as a member, the presentation of the ques-
tion or topic to be discussed and the formulation_of plans for the follow= 
ing meeting, inoluding the time, place and agendao 
Following the meeting, copies of the minutes a.re mailed to members 
giving them an aecure.te aooount of the meeting and a permanent reoo:rd of 
any reoommendations made. 
Committee Chairman 
Any good that is to be gained from working with an advisory oo:mmittee 
depends upon the leadership of the chairman. And the suooess of the lead-
er depends on his ability to gain voluntary and friendly ooopera.tio:p. from 
. . 
the members,. his ability to understand people and his skill in the ,-rt of 
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hum.an relationships. 
To create a healthy social climate for work, the chairman should 
thoroughly understand the function of leadership. At the meetings pe 
does not talk excessively, but waits to express his ideas and opinions 
after others have expressed theirs• He does not try to dominate the 
thinking, but tactfully prevents the aggressive members from dominating 
the s ituation1 $;nd brings out the ideas of the shy or hesitant members• As; 
chairman, he must recognize any conflicts of personalities and discourage 
any suspicions or prejudices appearing., The chief characteristic of the 
chairman is that he operates d~ a spirit of friendliness and fairness. 
In the selection of the chairman, the committee may use the preced-
ing oharaoteristios as criteria. The selection of a person to fill this 
position may be by election of the committee, or the school representa-
tive may automatically assume leadership. 
The duties of the chairman vary with the organization, but in general 
practice they .inolu.de: pr-e..sidillg over all meeting.a, working closely with 
the sohool staff and a.dmi:nistrators., making the appointments for sub-oom--
mittees and helping prepare -the agenda for th-e following meetingo 'Tg.e 
chairman also aots as a representative for the committee whenever it is 
deemed necessary. 
The School Representative 
The school representative serves the committee in one of three oapa-
oitie~ or in a combination of them. He may automatically asstmte or be 
elected to the position of chairman; he may act as the secretary; ana./or 
he may serve only in a general consultative capacity. A number of routine. 
duties are also expected of him including arranging for rooms in the 
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school building for meetings, preparing progress reports, reading and ki,ep-
ing the minutes, and providing the olerioal assistance needed. The school 
representative helps prepare the agenda. f'or ea.oh meeting, making certain 
that the topics included are not confined to those proposed by the school 
but that the ideas of members a.re also incorporated. 
It is important that this representative guard against the possibii-
ity that the school becomes a ''toolui in the hands of a speoiai g:roupj) and 
that he guide them toward realizing what they want .. One authority makes 
the statement that the school representative • e o ''is present to seek 
advice, not to give it.u9 However, he should not be confused in regard to 
his responsibilities .. In all instances., the situation should be given con"" 
sidera.ble thought, overruling any immediate and transitory interests of 
the committee in view of the previously established long-range goals;-7 
~x•- ,,z;'5, 
Precautions 
The advisory committee oan function without too much difficulty if 
the preceding; reoommenda.tions are followed., Objections to the org;aniza.,. 
tion of advisory committees haveJbeen,expressed by:those who feel that 
such a group eventually interferes with the functions of the legally ore= 
ated school board., In a report by the National Education Association$ 
the following objections a.re cited: 
1. There is a. danger of the advisory committee becoming a pressuro 
group,. and the leaders becoming petty dictators. 
2., The board of education; tho it is the legally elected body that 
is responsible for public education in the comm.unity, .may lean 
too heavily on the advice of the advisory committee .. 
3. The superintendent and the board of education ean paok the ad-
visory counoil with persons favorable to their policies. 
4. There is a danger that onee a citizens committee is formed it 
may become the one cha?lllel of oommunication between the public 
and the sohools:--
5. Some advisory committees, particularly those dealing with cur-
riculum matters; waste time if professionals have only token 
representation on the committees. 
6. The board of education may feel obliged to accept recommenda-
tions which it may not approve. 
7~ The aaybsory committee may degenerate into a fault-finding 
group. 
Precautions certainly should be taken by the people working with advi-
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sory oommittees to prevent any of these weaknesses from oocuring. It is 
best to know the possible pitfalls so that the group can be constructive-
ly guided. The American Association of School Administrators recommends 
the following cautions to be observed in achieving a successful lay ad• 
visory committee: 
Be sure the advisory committee understands thoroughly its relation 
to the school board. 
Be sure that time limits are set for short-term committees. 
Be sure there is a clear understanding of the functions of long-
range committees. 
Be sure the membership includes a real cross-section of the 
community. 
,Limit size of oommittee to avoid unwieldiness, yet make it large 
enough to be representative of all important groups. 
Include some professional educational representation; on the com-·· 
mittee, yet try to prevent the professional people from assuming 
central or dominating roles. 
10National Education Association Research Division, p. 9. 
~o not attempt to make the lay advisory oommittee a rubberstamp 
.@!roup. It will have little usefulness if the sohool board and 
administrator follow the praotioe of' coming to an agreement in 
advance on polioies·and issues and submitting them to the oom-
mittee for approval. 
Be _sincere. There is no magic .way to start working with lay 
groups. Place the issues frankly and clearly before them and 
treat honest opinions and suggestion's with dignity and respeet 0 
Be sure to seoure i:he cooperation o-f parent-teacher ass_ooiations 
in organizing lay eommiti:ees. In many instanoes~ these organiza-
tions form the nucleus of' the ~dvisory committee. In no instance 
should there be needless dupli!!tion of effort and competition. 
The job is big enough for all. 
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There are other limitations of which the members should be aware. Members 
should not expect to plan without guidance from the sohool staff, nor to 
plan the details of subject matter in ourrioulum development. Such respon-· 
sibilities as deciding on the most effective ways to present subjeot matter 
to the classes and carrying out the business arrangements for securing~ 
teacher also are not included in the committee's duties. 
Usually the public wants to offer suggestions to help make the school 
more representative of' community needs and ini:eresi:s. Teachers seeking 
this inf'ormai:ion and administrators encouraging this effort will undoubt,.. 
edly obtain a more satisfying teaching situation. It is imperative for 
the school staff to realize that the oommittee is erganized to give advice 
toward the solutions of' problems., resulting in a certain amount of oriti-
oism0 If the ·oommittee has been organized with sincerity of purpose and 
h~s a de'finite understanding of its function, the criticism will be con-
structive in :nature with consequent results-:} ('\t.?( >cfllf/>r 
Although many seem to be using lay advisory committees to assist them 
\ 
in the development of their educational programs., few have reported their 
11.American Association of School Administrators., P• 19. 
detailed activities. All who have published a running account of the wprk 
of their eommitteer,or oommittees have seemed pleased with the results op-
tained. Throughout the reports, also the written instructions and disops• 
sions of such committees, there seems to have been quite olose adherence 
to the prinoiples of action referred to in this report. It is hoped that 
those who read it will be encouraged to make extensive use of lay advi• 
sory groups in planning their educational programs. 
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Information Given Advisory Committee Members by Distributive Education 
in Oklahoma. 
The general advisory conunittee in both large and small communities, 
as concerns the cooperative part-time high school and junior college pro-
grams, serves tos 
1. Advise as to the general training policies needed. 
2. Advise as to the adequacy of training stations. 
3. Approve training agreements. 
4. Cancel or transfer agreements when necessary. 
5. Suggest and approve wage schedules. 
6. Suggest plans for entering new fields of training. 
7. Suggest numbers of students that need to be trained in each field. 
a. Assist in promoting cooperative part-time program in each retail, 
wholesale and service field in the connnunity. 
9. Assist in evaluating the program being conducted and suggest methods 
of improvement. 
The trade or working committees assist the local coordinator of adult 
di stributi ve education as follows: 
1. In determining needed courses for the Fall term in their respective 
fields . 
2. In suggesting content for these courses. Subject matter committees or 
individuals sometimes are designated to work with the coordinator and 
instructors in the preparation of courses. 
3. In reconunending qualified instructors. 
4. In suggesting methods of publioiting courses deeided· upon and ai di~ · in 
carrying out these suggestibns. 
5. In publicizing the entire distributive education program. 
6. In aiding the coordinator make changes in program to meet emergency 
situations. 
7. Assisting in causing the program to become a part of the conunittee•s 
respective trade field and of the community. 
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APPENDIX B 
ACTIVITIES AND DUTIES OF THE OKLAHOMA DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
1.,, Attend regular and special meetings called by the State Supervisor" 
2. Assist State Supervisor in making plans for the continuous improvement 
of the cooperative distributive education programs in Oklahoma. 
3., Assist State Supervisor in making plans for the continuous improvement 
of the adult distributive education program in Oklahoma. 
4., To act as speakers or assist in obtaining other qualified persons ae 
speakers for distributive education meetings and conferences., 
5. To act as discussion leaders or serve on a panel·to discuss various 
problems pertaining to the field of distributione 
6e To make suggestions on material content of courses for cooperative 
and adult students. 
7. Suggest ways and means of carrying on a well-planned program for adver-
tising the values of distributive education to the merchants of Oklahoma. 
s. Suggest ways and means of obtaining the cooperation of merchants in mak-
ing recognized leaders in distributive occupations available for tritirt-ing 
as instructors in distributive education subjects.,, 
9e Make suggestions on setting up a long-range training program, and 
putting this plan in operation, for personnel now engaged in distrib• 
utive occupations, and for those who contemplate making this field of 
endeavor their vocation. 
lOe Suggest timely topics and courses to be offered to distributive occu-
pational personnel. 
lls Suggest and assist in any way possible with state-wide or local surveys 
which will contribute to the material benefit of the distributive edu ... 
cation program of Oklahoma" 
12.,, Suggest ways in seeking the cooperation of the various merchant and 
trade organizations in the State of Oklahoma, and ooordina-1.-;ing these 
organizations and distributive education in one functioning unit. 
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M. J. DeBenning 
Catherine T. Dennis 
Laura w. Drummond 




Rosa H. Loving 
Don M. Orr 
Eva W. Scully 
Glen Smith 
Titles 
State Supervisor, Home Economics 
Education, South Carolina 
State Supervisor, Home Economics 
Education, Tennessee 
State Supervisor, Vocational 
Distributive Education, Oklahoma 
State Supervisor, Home Economics 
Eduo~tion, North Carolina 
Professor of Home and Family Life, 
Teachers College, ColUlllbia University~ 
New York 
State Supervisor, Homemaking Education 
Division1 Colorado 
Director,·Home and Family Life 
Erduoation, T"e:x:a.s 
State Supervisor, Home Economics 
Education, Arkansas 
Program Specialist, Home ~conomios 
Education, Southern·Region, u. s. 
Offioe·of Education, Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, 
Washington, D. c. 
! 
State Supervisor, Home Economi.cs 
Education, Virginia 
Acting Head, Department of Agricultural 
Education, Division of Agriculture, 
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical 
College, Oklahoma 
State Supervisor, Homemaking Education, 
Arizona 
Professor and Head of Trades and 
Industrial Education, School of Educa-
tion, Oklahoma Agrieultural and 
Mechanical Coll~ge, Oklahoma 
Names 
Ruth Stovall 
Lela A. Tomlinson 
Inez Wallace 
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APPENDIX C ( Continued) 
Titles 
Supervisor, Home Economics Education, 
Alabama 
State Supervisor, Home Eoonomios 
Eduoation, Louisiana 




Persons Interviewed Regarding Lay Educational Advisory Connnittees 
Names 
June E. Cosine 
M. J. DeBenning 
Laura Wo Drummond 
Millie V. Pearson 
Glen Smith 
Titles 
Professor·a.nd Head Home Economics 
Eduoation; Division of HoDJ.e" 
Eoonomios, Oklahoma Agricultural 
and Meoha.nioal College, OklahOl'jlB. 
State Supe:r'Visor, Vocational 
Distributive Eduoation, Oklaholjla 
Professor of Home and Family Life, 
Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York 
Professor of Home Eeonomics Educa-
tion, Division of Home Economies, 
Oklahoma-Agrioultur~l and Mechanical 
College, Oklahoma 
Professor and Head Trades and Indus~· 
trial Education, School of Education,. 
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical 
College, Oklahoma 
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